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New Yorkers are at risk of paying higher
taxes or losing vital services under the
Medicaid proposal in this year’s executive
budget proposal.
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If counties are forced to shoulder more of
the cost of Medicaid, they’ll have no choice
but to increase property taxes, reduce staff,
or make cuts to services on which residents
depend, including:
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STOP-DWI initiatives
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Meals on wheels and other senior
services
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Tourism promotion, and more...
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Counties oppose efforts to alter the
local Medicaid cost control caps.
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The Medicaid caps have helped
counties stay under the tax cap and
save local taxpayers money.
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Any state Medicaid proposal must
protect local taxpayers by keeping
the caps in place.
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Counties will work with State leaders
and the Medicaid Redesign Team to
address what is under local control
and recommend solutions that are
under state control.
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